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This paper is concerned with the derivative of the solution with respect to the
manifold, more precisely with the shape tangential sensitivity analysis of the solu-
tion to the LaplaceBeltrami boundary value problem with homogeneous Dirichlet
boundary conditions. The domain is an open subset | of a smooth compact manifold
1 of RN. The flow of a vector field V(t, } ) changes | in |t (and 1 in 1t). The
relative boundary #t of |t in 1t is smooth enough and y(|t) is the solution in |t
of the LaplaceDirichlet problem with zero boundary value on #t . The shape
tangential derivative is characterized as being the solution of a similar non homo-
geneous boundary value problem; that element y$1 (| ; V ) can be simply defined by
the restriction to | of y* &{1 y } V where y* is the material derivative of y and {1 y
is the tangential gradient of y. The study splits in two parts whether the relative
boundary # of | is empty or not. In both cases the shape derivative depends on the
deviatoric part of the second fundamental form of the surface, on the field V(0)
through its normal component on | and on the tangential field V(0)1 through its
normal component on the relative boundary #. We extend the structure results for
the shape tangential derivative making use of intrinsic geometry approach and intensive
use of extension operators.  1997 Academic Press
Contents.
1. Introduction. 1.1. Shape tangential derivative. 1.2. Material derivative. 1.3. Shape
derivative.
2. Structure of the shape tangential derivative. 2.1. Tangential calculus. 2.2. Flow
mapping. 2.3. Structure theorem.
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3. The oriented distance function and extensions. 3.1. Definition and main properties.
3.2. Shape boundary derivative; examples.
4. Material derivative. 4.1. Shape continuity. 4.2. Existence of the material derivative y* .
4.3. Equation satisfied by the transported element yt. 4.4. Boundedness of %t
in H 1(1 ). 4.5. Smoothness result.
5. Shape tangential derivative. 5.1. The shape boundary derivative. 5.2. The shape
tangential derivative.
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Shape Tangential Derivative
We consider a domain 0 in RN and we denote by 1 its boundary which
is a smooth compact manifold with empty boundary and is oriented by the
unitary normal field n outgoing to 0. The solution y(1 ) to the elliptic
problem associated with the LaplaceBeltrami operator on 1 belongs to
the Sobolev space H1*(1) of functions in H
1(1) with zero mean on 1. For
any subset | of 1, open in 1, we denote by # its relative boundary in 1
and by & the unitary normal field to # contained in the linear tangent space
to 1 and outgoing to |. The solution z(|) to the Dirichlet Boundary value
problem associated with the LaplaceBeltrami operator on | and Dirichlet
homogeneous conditions on # is in the Sobolev space H 10(|). We consider
a family of perturbed manifolds 1t in the form 1t=Tt(1) where Tt is a
smooth one parameter family of transformations of RN. We set |t=Tt(|)
and we consider the perturbed solutions y(1t) and z(|t) associated with
the perturbed boundary value problems. We emphasis the fact that any
such family of transformations can be regarded as being the flow mapping
of its ‘‘speed vector field’’ V(t, x)=((t) Tt) o(Tt)&1 and we chose that
field V as being the deformation parameter. Following [13, 16], the shape
boundary derivative of y(1 ) at 1, in the direction V, is defined by y$1 (1, V )
=((ddt)( y(1t) oTt(V )))| t=0&{1 y(1 ) } V. We extend that notion to the
element z(|), introducing here the concept of shape tangential derivative of
z(|) at |, in the direction of the field V through the shape boundary
derivative of the extension by zero to the surface 1 of the element z(|).
These concepts will be developed in the next section and we shall see in
which sense these elements are derivatives. In both situations the shape
tangential derivative exists and z$(| ; V ), y$(1 ; V ) are linear on V. In [13]
only the case where # is empty was considered (for different and easier
problems). In that situation no tangential variation is involved in the
problem (as there is no relative boundary) and the terminology was ‘‘shape
boundary derivative’’. The present concept of shape tangential derivative
contains as specific case that shape boundary derivative concept but is
really a generalization of the shape derivative (developed for open domains
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in RN, see subsection 1.3) as it characterizes the variation of the solution
with respect to the boundary # on which a boundary condition is imposed.
Following the structure theorem, cf. [16, 17], in the generalized form we
establish in the next section, these expressions only depend on the normal
component (V(0), n) on | of the vector field V(0) and on the tangential
field V1=V&(V, n) n through its normal component (V1 (0), &) on #.
We make use of intrinsic geometry approach and without use of any local
coordinates we give a complete analysis of these shape derivatives from
which it appears that the shape sensitivity analysis of the solution in both
cases depends on the deviatoric part of the second fundamental form of the
surface 1.
1.2. Material Derivative
For scalar functions depending on a moving domain we reserve classically
(from control theory terminology) the name of shape functional. In the
present context we are not concerned with scalar functions but with ‘‘state
variables’’ (again following the control theory terminology), i.e. with
elements such as z(|) ranging in a variable Hilbert space depending on the
domain |. Concerning state variable shape sensitivity analysis, the study
has been mostly concentrated on the material derivative, see many exam-
ples in [13]. That material derivative is useful but cannot be considered as
the ‘‘definitive’’ concept for several reasons, for example the fact that for
some transformations which do not move the domain (‘‘do not change the
shape’’), the material derivative is not zero. In that approach the deforma-
tion mappings are ‘‘smooth enough’’, in [1] the author introduces a more
general approach.
1.3. Shape Derivative
1.3.1. The Case without Curvature
We have 1=RN. In the classical situation of a moving open domain |
in RN the element z(|) is extended by zero to an element of some fixed
Hilbert space H 10(D) where D is any domain containing the moving family
of open domains. For general boundary value problems it has been proved
in [5], [16] and [17] that when the material derivative z* (| ; V) exists, say in
H1(|), then there exists elements Z # C1([0, {[, H1(D)) such that Z(t, } )||t=
z(|t). Moreover we have the property that (t) Z(0, } )|| is independent
on the element Z. That element is, by definition, the shape derivative
z$(| ; V ) of the state variable z at the domain 0 in the direction V. The
structure result for the shape boundary derivative states that if the material
derivative exists and is linearly and continuously depending on V, then the
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shape boundary derivative exists and is given by (t) Z(0, } )||=z* | |&
[{z } V(0)] || .
1.3.2. For a Submanifold |
For the shape boundary derivative that structure result is preserved in a
generalized form as the derivative will depend, again on the vector field
V1 (0) through its normal component (V1 (0), &) on the relative boundary
# but also, at points where the curvature is not zero, on the component
(V(0), n) . For technical reasons it is useful to consider that there exists a
bounded open domain D containing the family (1t). The right hand side of
the tangential problem on 1t will be associated with a given element F in
Hs(D), s> 12. The LaplaceBeltrami operator on 1t will be denoted by 21t
and y(1t) (or yt) will denote the solution of the problem &21t yt= ft on
1t where ft is the trace of F on 1t : ft=F |1t . Similarly, z(|t) (or zt) will
denote the solution of the problem &21t zt= ft in |t and zt # H
1
0(|t). The
previous problem is well posed when the relative smooth boundary #t is
not empty. In the situation where |t has no boundary in 1t this problem
is still well posed without any boundary condition but up to an additive
constant for the solution and under the condition that the right hand side
ft has a zero mean value on the surface 1t . Now the trace of F on the
surface 1t cannot be with zero mean value on that moving surface, so the
definition of the right hand side ft should be changed. In order to get a
simple example we choose ft=F |1t&|1t |
&1 1t F d1t and then when #t
‘‘collapses’’ in 1t , the elliptic problem turns to be &21t yt=ft=F |1t&
|1t | &1 1t F d1t on 1t .
2. STRUCTURE OF THE SHAPE TANGENTIAL DERIVATIVE
2.1. Tangential Calculus
Let D be a smooth domain in RN and 1 an oriented C2 compact
manifold included in the hold all D. For simplicity we assume that 1 is the
boundary of a smooth domain 0/D. Then 1 is a compact manifold of
codimension 1 in RN, without boundary. We consider an open subset |
of 1. Its relative boundary in 1 will be denoted by #; # is a manifold of
codimension 2 in RN and is also assumed to be of class C 2. In this context,
we shall study the shape sensitivity analysis of the solution of the boundary
value problem associated with the LaplaceBeltrami operator respectively
in | with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions on # and in the
whole surface 1 without any boundary condition. The LaplaceBeltrami
operator is defined in [6, 8, 13, 16] by use of intrinsic geometry; the
tangential gradient of a scalar function f defined over 1, {1 f, is the restric-
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tion to 1 of {F&({F, {b0) {b0 , where F is any smooth extension of f
to a neighborhood of 1 and where b0 is the oriented distance function to
the open set 0 (cf. Section 3). The tangential divergence of a field e defined
on 1 is given by the restriction to 1 of div E&(DE } {b0 , {b0), where E is
any smooth extension of e to the neighborhood of 1. Finally the Laplace
Beltrami operator 21. is defined by the usual chain rule div1 ({1 .). The
Sobolev spaces associated with the two boundary value problems are
respectively H 10(|) and H
1
*(1) defined as follows:
H1*(1 )={. # H1(1 )<|1 . d{=0=
and
H 10(|)=[. # H
1(|).=0 on #].
The state variables are defined by:
y(1 ) # H 1*(1 ), verifying &21 y(1)= f on 1, (1)
z(|) # H 10(|), verifying &21z(|)= f in |. (2)
While the problem (1) is a specific situation of (2) we shall be obliged
in that situation to distinguish the case where | is empty (or in fact with
zero capacity). In that case the usual Poincare inequality does not exist and
the solution will be defined up to an additive constant as soon as the right
hand side f will be with zero mean value over 1. We make use of the usual
identification of the quotient Hilbert space H1(1 )R with H 1*(1 ). Then
when the relative smooth boundary | ‘‘collapses’’ in 1 that space should
be changed for H 10(|) in that study.
2.2. Flow Mapping
A smooth enough non autonomeous field V is given, V # C0([0, {[,
Ck(D ; RN)), k1, with V } nD=0 on D, nD being the unitary normal field
on D. We call Tt(V ) the flow transformation associated with the field V,
Tt(x)=x+t0 V(_, T_(V)(x)) d_. From the condition on the boundary of
D we get that the boundary D is globally invariant under the transforma-
tion Tt(V ). That transformation, we shall simply denote by Tt , maps D
onto itself. The inverse mapping is itself the flow mapping associated with
the vector field Vt defined by Vt(s, x)=&V(t&s, x). We get Tt # C1([0, {],
Ck(D, RN)) and (Tt)&1 # C0([0, {], C k(D, RN)). The usual propagator
property holds: Tt+s(V)=Ts(Vt) oTt(V) where Vt is the field Vt(_, } )=
V(t+_, } ). In case of autonomeous vector field V the fields Vt, Vt coincide
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and we have a group. In all situations the sensitivity analysis through the
semi group property is done at t=0. If the field V satisfies (V(t, } ),
n( } ))=0 on 1 then the surface 1 is globally invariant under the transfor-
mation Tt . We consider the one parameter family of surfaces 1t=Tt(V)(1 )
with 1=10 , and the one parameter family of subsets |t=Tt(V)(|)/1t .
Notice that 1t is also the Ck boundary of 0t , where 0t=Tt(V)(0). Both
1t and 0t are defined with the transformation Tt : Tt(1)=1t is a Ck surface
in D, being the boundary of the bounded open domain 0t=Tt(0). We
also have |t=Tt(|) and #t=Tt(#).
There exists a neighborhood U of 1 in RN such that the projection
mapping p onto 1 is well defined; then for any element . in C1(1 ; R)
the tangential gradient {1. is the restriction to 1 of {(. b p) (see [7]).
Similarly the tangential divergence of a smooth tangent field E in C1(1 ; RN),
such that E(x) } n(x)=0 is defined by div1E=div(E b p)|1 (the restriction
to 1 of div(E b p)). For a given element . in L2(1 ), the tangential gradient
{1. is the distribution on 1 defined by ({1., E)=&1 . div1 (E) d1
where T1 is the tangent fiber bundle (E # D(1 ; RN) and E } n=0, i.e.
E(x) is in the linear tangent space Tx1 to 1 at x) and ( , ) is the duality
brackets between D$(1 ; T1 ) and D(1 ; T1 ). We consider the Hilbert
spaces: L2*(1 )=[. # L
2(1 ). =1 . d1=0] and H
1
*(1)=[. # L
2
*(1 )
{1. # L2(1 ; T1 )]. The LaplaceBeltrami operator is defined by 21.=
div1 ({1.) or similarly 21.=(2(. b p))|1 (the restriction to 1 of 2(. b p),
where 2 is the Laplace operator in RN).
For any g in L2*(1 ), the problem &21 y= g on 1 possesses a unique
solution y in H1*(1 ) and y is the solution of the weak problem
y # H 1*(1 ), \. # H
1
*(1 ), |1 {1 y } {1. dt=|1 g. d1.
The operator &21 is an isomorphism from H2(1 ) & H1*(1 ) onto L
2
*(1 ).
In fact the Sobolev space H1*(1 ) is isomorphic to H
1(1 )R (the linear
space of functions defined up to an additive constant): the dual space of
H1(1 )R is the linear space [. # H &1(1 ), (., 1) =0] so that the right
hand side g must be taken with zero mean on 1. As f is given in Hs(D),
s> 12 , its restriction to each surface 1 is an element of L
2(1 ) and we shall
denote by f 1= f&1meas(1 ) 1 f d1.
We notice here that for . in H 1*(1), we have 1 f 1. d1=1 f. d1
where f is the restriction of f to 1. For simplicity we shall denote by f for
f 1 and finally the problem can be written as
y # H 1*(1 ), \. # H
1
*(1 ), |1 {1 y } {1. d1=|1 f. d1.
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The usual change of variable on 1t can be written as
|
1t
. d1t=|
1
.oTt j(t) d1,
where j(t) is given by &M(DTt) } n&; M(DTt)=det DTt(*DT &1t ) is the
cofactor’s matrix of DTt (for short we shall write *DT &1t ) (cf. [6]).
2.3. Structure Theorem
We assume from now the field V smooth enough in the variable (t, x) so
that the mapping (t  Tt(V )&1) # C1([0, {[, W1, (D)N), this is the case
for example when V is autonomeous or when k2. We shall make use of
extension operator P0 continuously and linearly defined from the boundary
Sobolev space H1(1 ) in H32(D) & H 10(D) verifying P0 } .|1=. where
. # H1(1 ) and such that (n)(P0 } .)|1=0. To derive the existence of
such operator, it is sufficient to solve fourth order elliptic boundary value
problems in the domain 0 and in the complementary domain D"0 with
the two previous boundary conditions on 1.
2.3.1. The Case without Boundary: Shape Boundary Derivative
Proposition 2.1. Let P0 be a simultaneous continuous extension mapping
in
L(H 1+=(1 ), H 32+=(D) & H 10(D)), 0<=<=0<
1
2 ,
verifying, \. # H1+=(1 ), P0 } .| 1=. and (n)(P0 } .)=0 on 1.
We consider the element Y(t)=[P0 } ( y(1t) oTt(V))] o(Tt(V ))&1.
Assume:
(i) The material derivative y* (1 ; V)=[(ddt)( y(1t) oTt(V))]t=0 exists
in H 1(1 ) for all surfaces 1 included in D.
(ii) The regularity
(t  y(1t) oTt(V )) # C0([0, {], H 1+=(1 )).
Then Y belongs to C1([0, {[, H12+=(D)), ({ # R*+). Moreover the restric-
tion of Y(t) to the surface 1t is equal to y(1t) and ((t) Y(0))| 1 , the
restriction to 1 of the derivative (t) Y(0, } ), is an element of L2(1 ) which
does not depend on the choice of the smooth extension Y.
Proof. The first part is just the use of the chain rule derivative as the
derivative with respect to t of ( yt= y(1t) oTt(V )) is precisely the material
derivative. Then f (t)=Po } yt belongs to
C1([o, {[, H 1(D)) & C0([0, {[, H 32+=(D)).
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Then from [13] (Prop. 2.38, p. 71) we get f (t) oTt(V)&1 # C1([o, {[,
H12+=(D)). We turn to the second part, let Y1 , Y2 be two such smooth
extensions of y. Being given an element . # C comp(D) we consider the
derivative with respect to t at t=0 of the integral

t _|Tt(V )(1 ) (Y2(t)&Y1(t)) . d1t & t=0
=

t _|1 (Y2(t) oTt(V )&Y1(t) oTt(V)) .oTt(V ) det(DTt(V ))
_&(DTt(V )*)&1 } n& d1t& t=0.
This derivative vanishes as, on 1, we immediately get: Y2(t) oTt(V )=
Y1(t) oTt(V)=y(1t) oTt(V ). A direct calculus of the first derivative gives,
see [13],
|
1 _\

t
Y2(0, } )&

t
Y1(0, } )+

n
((Y2(0)&Y1(0))(V(0), n)+ .
+({., n)(Y2(0)&Y1(0)) (V(0), n) +.(Y2(0)&Y1(0)) div1 V& d1.
From the properties of the extensions Y1 , Y2 , and from the surjectivity of
the trace operator on 1 (from which the normal derivative on 1 of the
element . can be chosen equal to zero, i.e. ((n) .) |1=0, .|1=), we
get
\ # L2(1 ), |
1 \

t
Y2(0, } )&

t
Y1(0, } )+  d1=0.
Definition 2.1. The shape boundary derivative y$1 (1 ; V) is the element
((t) Y(0))|1 # L2(1 ) where Y is any smooth extension of y verifying:
0<=< 12 , Y # C
1([0, {[, H 12+=(D)), Y(0, } )|1= y(1) and (n) Y(0)=0
on 1. Under this context we shall say that y(1t) is shape differentiable in
L2(1 ).
Proposition 2.2. The shape boundary derivative is given by
y$1 (1 ; V )= y* (1 ; V)&({1 y(1 ), V(0)) . (3)
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Proposition 2.3. Assume that the mapping y* (1 )=(V  y* (1 ; V)) is
linear and continuous,
y* (1 ) # L(C 2(D, RN) & H 10(D, R
N), H1(1 )).
Then y$1 (1 ; V ) linearly depends on V(0)| 1 through its normal component
(V(0), n) .
Proof. By a classical argument developped in [13, 16] that mapping
depends in fact only on the value of the field V at t=0. From now V
stands for V(0). We consider the kernel N0 of the linear mapping y$1=
y* (1 )&{1 y=(V  y* (1)(V )&({1 y, V) ) which is closed in the Banach
space E=C0([0, {[, C2(D, RN) & H 10(D, R
N)) and we consider the classical
factorization of the linear mapping through the quotient space Q=EN,
where N=[V # E | (V, n) =0]. We denote by rn the usual canonical
surjective mapping from E onto Q. We shall prove that the following
inclusion holds: N/N0 , then by an usual argument there exists a linear
mapping y $ # L(Q, H1(1 )) such that y$1= y $orn . We consider the linear
mapping Tn # L(E, C 1(1 )) defined by Tn(V )=(V, n) and we denote by R
its range in C1(1 ). It can be easily verified that the mapping Tn induces an
isomorphism i # L(Q, R) between the Banach spaces Q and R. Finally
we get y$1 : ( y $) o(i&1) oTn but Tn(V )=(V, n). We turn now the previous
inclusion, let be given a fixed element . # C(D) and consider the derivative
with respect to t at t=0 of the integral
a(t)=|
|t
.yt d1t=|
|t
.Y(t, } ) d1t=|
|
.oTt Y(t) oTt j(t) d#t ,
where j is given by j(t)=det(DTt) &(*DTt)&1 } n&. Assuming that . is taken
with (n) .=0 on 1 (which does not imply and is neither a consequence
of (nt) .=0 on 1t); then using the classical shape calculus, see [13], we
get a$(0)=| ((t) Y(0).+Y(0).H(V, n) ) d1. By classical argument
V # N implies that the surface does not move: 1t=1 so that the state
variable is constant with respect to t : V # N implies yt= y. Then we get
that V # N implies a(t)=a(0) and then a$(0)=0. From the previous
expression of a$(0), which holds for any . # L2(1 ) we get V # N implies
y$1 (1 ; V )=0, that is the desired inclusion.
2.3.2. The Case with a Boundary: Shape Tangential Derivative
It is the case when the variable z also depends on the relative boundary #.
We specify here the study to the specific case under consideration: z depends
on | through the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition. As the state
variable z(|) ranges in the Sobolev space H 10(|) we simply adapt the
present context by considering the usual extension by zero of the element
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z to the whole surface 1 : z~ (|)=z(|) a.e. in |, z~ (|)=0 in 1"|. The
boundary # of | being smooth and then with zero capacity (in the surface)
that element is well defined in H1(1). Then we consider smooth extensions
in the form
Z(t)=P0 } (z~ (|t) b Tt(V)) b (Tt(V ))&1.
If the material derivative z* (| ; V)=[(ddt)(z(|t) b Tt(V))]t=0 exists in
H 10(|), for all subset | open in 1 and for all surface 1, then the material
derivative z~* (1 ; V) exists in H1(1 ) and is itself z*~ (| ; V ), the extension by
zero to the whole surface 1 of the material derivative z* (| ; V ). Then from
the previous results there exists the shape boundary derivative of the state
variable ‘(1t)=z~ (|t) given by
‘$1 (1 ; V )=

t
Z(0, } )| 1 # L2(1 )
and we get ‘$1 (1 ; V )=z~* (1 ; V)&({1z~ (|), V(0)) .
Then we define the shape tangential derivative
z$1 (| ; V)=‘$1 (1 ; V)|| # L2(|)
as being the restriction to the open subset | of ‘$1 (1 ; V ) which is the shape
boundary derivative of z~ (|t). We get the similar structure:
Proposition 2.4. If the material derivative z* (| ; V ) exists in H 10(|) and
is linear and continuous on the field V and if (t  z(|t) oTt) # C0([0, {[,
H1+=(|)), then the shape tangential derivative ‘$1 (1 ; V ) exists in L2(1) and
depends on V through the elements v=(V(0), n) # C1(|) and w=(V(0), &) #
C1(#). More precisely there exists an element ‘ $1 (| ; } ) # L(C1(| )_C1(#),
L2(1 )) such that
‘$1 (| ; V)=‘ $1 (| ; (V } n, V1 } &)). (4)
Proof. We remark that if the material derivative z* is linear and continuous
then so is the material derivative z~* just in the same sense as previously for
the state variable y. The proof is similar to the previous one for the shape
boundary derivative. The set N is now defined as
N=[V # E | (V, n)=0, (V, &) =0],
and the set
R=[(v, w) # C1(1 )_C1(#) | v=(V, n) , w=(V, &) , V # E].
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In order to complete that proof which is similar t the previous one we
have only to show that V # N implies that Z$1 (| ; V )=0. We proceed as
previously with
b(t)=|
|t
.zt d1t=|
|t
.Z(t, } ) d1t=|
|
.oTt Z(t) oTt j(t) d1.
Assuming that . is taken such that (n) .=0 on 1, then using the
classical shape calculus that furnishes the expression of the derivative for a
functional defined on a smooth manifold which has a boundary:
Proposition 2.5. Let D be a given domain in RN, |/1 two Ck manifolds
and let Z(|) # L1(|) be such that there exists the weak material derivative
Z4 (| ; V ) in L1(|) and the shape tangential derivative Z$1 (| ; V ) # L1(|) for
any vector field V # C0(0, = ; Dk(D ; RN)) where k2 is an integer. The shape
derivative of the functional J(|t)=|t Z(|t) d1 is given by
dJ(|; V )=|
|
Z$1 (| ; V )+HZ(|)(V(0), n) RN d1
+|
#
Z(|)(V1 (0), &) RN d#, (5)
where # is the boundary of |, H is the mean curvature, V1 the tangential
component of V and &(X ) the outgoing normal field to | contained in the
tangent space to | at point X, for X on #.
From Proposition 2.5 we get b$(0)=| ((t) Z(0) .+Z(0) .H (V, n)) d1
+# Z(0) .(V1 , &) d#. By classical argument V # N implies that the set
does not move: |t=|, so that the state variable is constant with respect
to t : V # N implies zt=z. Then we get that V # N implies b(t)=b(0), and
then b$(0)=0. From the previous expression of b$(0), which holds for any
. # L2(1 ) we get: V # N implies z$1 (| ; V)=0, that is the desired inclusion.
The linear quotient space is then defined as
Q=C 2(D , RN)N.
The linear mapping ‘$1 (1 ; V) induces an element ‘ $1 (1 ; V) # L(Q, L2(|))
such that
z$1 (|, } )=z $1 (|, } ) orn, & ,
where rn, & is the surjective mapping from E onto Q. The trace mapping {n, &
# L(E, C1(| )_C1(#)) induces an injective linear mapping i={ n, & # L(Q, R)
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where R is the range of {n, & . Finally we get z$1(|, } )=z~ $1 (|, } ) o{n, & where
z~ $1 (|, } )=z $1 (|, } ) o{ &1n, & # L(C
1(| )_C 1(#), L2(1 )).
3. THE ORIENTED DISTANCE FUNCTION AND EXTENSIONS
3.1. Definition and Main Properties
Following [7] we recall properties of the oriented distance function b0 .
It is defined as
b0(x)={d1 (x)&d1 (x)
if x # RN "0 ,
if x # 0.
For convenience, we shall sometimes write b instead of b0 . We recall
properties in relation with the topology of 0 (cf. [7]).
Proposition 3.1. Let 0 be a domain in RN with a nonempty boundary
1=0 of class Ck for k2. Then for each x # 0 there exists a neighbor-
hood of x where b is Ck and the boundary projection P0 is C k&1. The
gradient of b0 is an extension of the normal vector field n to a neighborhood
of 1; n is in the kernel of D2b, the eigenfunctions of D2b different from n,
are tangential and are the main directions of curvature of 1 while the
associated eigenvalues are the mean curvatures of 1.
The surface 1 being compact, it is convenient to consider the tubular
neighborhood: U(1 )=[x # D | |b0(x)|<h].
For h small enough the projection mapping is defined in U(1):
p : U  1
x [ x&b(x) } {b(x).
(6)
Proposition 3.2. Let 1 be of class C 2. The projection mapping p is
differentiable:
Dp*=Dp=Id&{b } *{b&bD2b ;
Dp } {={ on 1; Dp } n=0 on 1. (7)
Proposition 3.3. Let 1 be of class C2. The mean curvature H of 1 is
defined as the trace of the second order fundamental form:
H=Tr(D2b0)=2b on 1.
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By help of the projection mapping p, we extend to U(1 ) the functions
defined on 1. The same way we can define the tangential operators via
extensions. The differential calculus on manifolds can then be reduced to
classical differential calculus in RN. For example, from [7] we have:
Lemma 3.1. Let 1 be of class C2; let 8 be an element of H32+=(U) such
that 8=. b p with . # H1(1 ). Then {1.=({8) |1 and then {8=({1.) b p.
Proof. From the Proposition 3.1, the extension 8 is built such that
(8n)=0 on 1. In the introduction, we defined the tangential operators
for general extensions 8 of .. For instance the tangential gradient: {1.=
{8&({8, n) RN n. When the extension is taken in the form 8=. b p, its
normal derivative becomes zero. The second writing is based on the following
remark: {8=*Dp } ({1.) b p.
3.2. Shape Boundary Derivative, Examples
3.2.1. The Shape Derivative in RN
We specify the previous results to the situation where the manifold 1 is
without curvature, say 1=RN and we recover the shape derivative struc-
ture. The previous extension operator P0 is taken as the identity mapping
in RN and the open set | is now denoted by 0, open set in RN.
To avoid any confusion here between the shape derivative y$ in RN and
the shape tangential (or boundary) derivative z$1 , we shall denote by y$N the
first one in order to underline that it is the shape derivative in RN (i.e. with
zero curvature). Let y(0t) be an element of H 1(0t ; R). Let y* (0 ; V )=
(t)( y(0t) oTt(V)) |t=0 be its material derivative in H
1(0 ; R). The shape
derivative y$N(0 ; V ) of yt is given by
y$N(0 ; V )= y* (0 ; V)&({y(0), V(0)) RN . (8)
Proposition 3.4. Let z(1) be an element of H1(1 ; R) and y(0) #
H1(0 ; R). In the special case when z(1 )= y(0) |1 we get
z$1 (1 ; V )= y$N(0 ; V) |1+
y
n
(0)(V(0), n) RN . (9)
Remark 3.1. Let y(0), the extension of z(1 ) in Proposition 3.4, be in
the form y=z b p in a neighborhood of 1. Then y is such that (yn)=0
and we get z$1 (1 ; V )= y$N(0 ; V ) |1 .
Proposition 3.5. Let A be a linear differential operator of order d,
A # L(H1+d (0t), H1(0t)) for all t. Let y(0t) # H 1+d (0t). Then we have
(A } y)$N (0 ; V)=A } ( y$N(0 ; V)). (10)
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Property 3.1. Let y1(0t), y2(0t) be two elements of H1(0t) and z1(1t),
z2(1 )t two elements of H 1(1t). We have
( y1 y2)$N (0 ; V )=( y1)$N (0 ; V ) y2(0)+ y1(0)( y2)$N (0 ; V ) (11)
and
(z1z2)$1 (1 ; V )=(z1)$1 (1 ; V ) z2(1 )+(z2)$1 (1 ; V ) z1(1).
Let us now give several shape boundary derivatives.
Lemma 3.2. The shape boundary derivative n$1 is given by
n$1 (V)=n* |1&D1n } V1=&{1 (V } n). (12)
Proof. The material derivative n* of nt is given by [13]
n* (V )=&(*DV } n)1=&*DV } n+(=(V ) n, n) n
=n$1 (V )+D1n } V1=&{1 (V } n)+D1n } V1 , (13)
where =(V )= 12 (DV+*DV ).
Let ! be a test function given in D(RN); nt, i is the i th component of the
normal nt . We have the following derivatives computed at t=0:

t \|1t !nt, i d1t+} t=0 =|1 \!n$i+ni
!
n
+H!niV } n+ d1. (14)
From Stokes’ formula we have

t \|1t !nt, i d1t+} t=0 =

t \|0t xi ! dx+} t=0 =|1 xi !V } n d1 (15)
and
|
1
n$i! d1=|
1 \xi !V } n&ni
!
n
V } n&H!niV } n+ d1, (16)
from the surjectivity of the restriction mapping, the element ! can be
extended to D with the condition (!n)=0 on 1. Then
|
1
n$1! d1=|
1
({1!&H!n) V } n d1.
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And the conclusion derives by the use of tangential by part integration
formula on |, that is the tangential by part integration formula on 1 (cf.
[13]) generalized to the case of a smooth manifold having itself a boundary:
Corollary 3.1. Let |/1 be a C2 manifold, E # H1(1 ; RN) and
. # H1(1 ; R). We denote by &(x) the normal field to #, outgoing to | and
contained in the tangent space to | at point x. Then we have
|
|
&div1 E } . d1=|
|
[(E, {1.) R N&H.(E, n) R N] d1
+|
#
.(E, &) RN dl. (17)
The shape derivative b$N(0 ; V ) of b0 is given by:
Lemma 3.3. Let p be the projection mapping onto 1, {b0 is an extension
to a neighborhood U of 1 of the normal vector field n. We have
b$N(0 ; V )=&((V, n)RN) op in U. (18)
Proof. By definition we have
b20t(x)= Min[ yt # 1t]
&x& yt &2= Min
[ y # 1]
&x&Tt( y)&2.
Then 2b0(x)(b0)$N (x)=2(x& y, &V(0, y)) RN , with y= p(x).
We get
(b0)$N(x)=x& p(x)b0(x) , &V(0, p(x)) and
x& p(x)
b0(x)
=n( p(x))=n b p(x). (19)
The material derivative of b0 is then derived:
Lemma 3.4. The material derivative of b0 is given by b4 (0 ; V )=
&(n b p, V b p&V) .
Lemma 3.5. Let 0t /RN be a domain whose boundary 1t is a C3 manifold.
The shape boundary derivative of the mean curvature Ht associated with 1t
is given by
H$1=&21 (V } n)+

n
(2b0) V } n on 1. (20)
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Proof. Let H t be the extension of Ht in the form H t=Ht b pt defined in
a neighborhood U of 1 which contains the 1t for t little enough. The mean
curvature is defined as (cf. [7])
Ht=Tr(D2b0t)=D
2b0t } } Id=2b0t |1t .
Then following Proposition 3.5 we get the shape derivative in U:
H $N =D2b$N } } Id=&D2((V, n) R N b p) } } Id
=&Tr(D2((V, n) R N b p))
=2(b$N)=&2((V, n) RN b p).
From the definition, H$1=H $|1+(H n) V } n we get H$|1=&21 (V } n).
Applying Proposition 3.4 (and more precisely, using Remark 3.1), we get
Lemma 3.3.
Lemma 3.6. The material derivative of the projection mapping is given by
p* (0 ; V)=

t
( pt oTt)| t=0=V+b*DV } {b+{(b(n b p, V b p&V) ).
Proof. Using the expression of pt we get
ptoTt =Tt&bt oTt } {btoTt
=Tt&bt oTt } *DT &1t {(bt oTt)
and then (t) ( pt oTt) |t=0 = V&(t) (bt oTt) |t=0 } {b + b*DV } {b &
b } {((t)(bt oTt) |t=0).
Lemma 3.7. Let 1 be of class C 2, . # H 1(1 ; R) and u # H1(1 ; RN),
{(. b p)=*Dp } {1.=Dp } {1.,
D(u b p)=(D1u) b p } Dp.
Lemma 3.8. Let 1 be of class C2 and u # H1(1 ; RN),

t
(ut b pt)t=0 b p=u$1 b p.
Proof. For any scalar function y defined in a neighborhood of 1, y$1=
( y$N) |1+(yn) V } n then for any element in the form y b p, with zero
normal derivative we have (( y b p)$N) |1= y$1 .
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Proposition 3.6. (i) Let m(V )=b(Id&bD2b)({1 ((V, n) RN)) b p+
(n b p, V b p&V) RN and .t be in H1(1t , R). In a neighborhood U of 1 we
have the following relation between the Shape derivative and the Shape
boundary derivative:
(.t b pt)$N=.$1 b p+({1. b p, m(V)) RN . (21)
(ii) Let ut be a vector field in H 1(1t , RN). In a neighborhood U of 1
we have the following relation between the Shape derivative and the Shape
boundary derivative,
(ut b pt)$N=u$1 b p+D1u b p } m(V ), (22)
and m(V ) vanishes on 1.
Corollary 3.2.
D1[(ut opt)$N |1]=D1[u$1] (23)
The following development in b-powers holds:
(ut b pt)$N=u$1 b p+b(D1u{1(V, n) R n b p
&b2(D1u) b pD2b({1(V, n) R N) b p.
Proof. From the definition of the shape derivative for vectorial functions,
we have
(ut b pt)$N=(ut b pt@
*
)=D(u b p) } V
which leads to the material derivative of (ut opt). Using a property of pro-
jection mappings, pt b pt= pt , we express the derivative of ( pt b pt oTt) at
t=0 which leads to the material derivative of (ut b pt). The tangential
gradient of u is defined on the manifold 1 so that in the definition of the
shape boundary derivative, the relation D1u=D(u b p) |1 that we develop
using Lemma 3.8
(ut b pt@
*
)=

t
(ut b pt oTt) |t=0
=

t
(ut b pt b ptoTt) |t=0
=

t
(ut b pt) |t=0 b p+D(u b p) b p }

t
( pt oTt) |t=0
=

t
(ut b pt) |t=0 b p+(D1u) b p }

t
( pt oTt) |t=0
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and then using Lemmas 3.6 and 3.8 we get
(ut b pt@
*
)=u$1 b p+D(u b p) b p } (V+b*DV } {b+{(b(n b p, V b p&V) )).
Then we get the expression for the shape derivative (ut b pt)$ of (ut b pt),
(ut b pt)$N=u$1 b p+D(u b p) b p } (V+b*DV } {b+{(b(n b p, V b p&V) ))
&D(u b p) } V,
but D(u b p b p)=D(u b p) b p } Dp=D(u b p) b p } (Id&{b*{b&bD2b) then
(ut b pt)$N=u$1 b p+D(u b p) b p } (b*DV {b+{(b(n b p, V b p&V) ))+D(u b p)
b p } V&D(u b p) b p(Id&{b* {b&bD2b) } V and as D(u b p) } {b=0 (because
of Lemma 3.8 and {b # Ker D2b). Then we get
(ut b pt)$N=u$1 b p+D(u b p) b p } (b*DV {b+{(b(n b p, V b p&V) ))
+D(u b p) b p } V&D(u b p) b p(Id&bD2b) } V
=u$1 b p+D(u b p) b p } (b*DV {b+{(b(n b p, V b p&V) ))
+bD(u b p) b pD2b } Vu$1 b p
+D1u b p } (b*DV {b+{(b(n b p, V b p&V) ))
+bD1u b pD2b } V
=u$1 b p+D1u b p } m(V ).
From Lemma 5.2 we regroup two terms:
m(V )=b{[({b, V) RN]+{(b(n b p, V b p&V)R N)
=b{[({b, V) RN]+{(b(n, V) R N b p)&{(b(n b p, V) R N).
Expending the third gradient term we get
m(V )=b{[({b, V) RN]&b{[({b, V) RN]&[(n b p, V) RN] {b
+{(b[(n, V) RN] b p)
={(b[({b, V) R N] b p)&[(n b p, V) R N] {b,
and finally, using Lemma 3.7,
m(V )=b(Id&bD2b)({1 ((V, n) RN)) b p+(n b p, V b p&V) R N .
We have then proved the relation between the shape and the shape
boundary derivatives in a neighborhood U of 1.
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Corollary 3.3. Let .t # H 1(1t) and pt denote the projection mapping
onto 1t . Then we have
(.t b pt)$N|1=(.t)$1 , (24)
where ( } )$N|1 denotes the restriction to 1 of the shape derivative and ( } )$1 the
shape boundary derivative.
Proof. This result directly derives from Proposition 3.6 and Remark 3.2.
On 1 we have
(.t b pt)$N=.$1 b p+({1. b p+(bD2b&Id) } ({1. b p), V) R N
as b=0 on 1 ; from Lemma 3.1 we get the result.
Remark 3.2. If the field V is in the form V=Vop in U we have
(.t b pt)$N=.$1 b p+b({1. b p, (Id&bD2b)({1 ((V, n)RN)) b p) R N .
4. MATERIAL DERIVATIVE
4.1. Shape Continuity
The shape continuity has been investigated for weak topologies on the
domains by [4], [2] and [3]. See also the introductive paper [12]. In the
present situation we are concerned with the strong topology associated to
the perturbations of the domains generated by smooth vector fields, then
the study is specific and easier. In order to simplify we shall concentrate the
study on the case where # is empty. In a final section we shall indicate
the modifications introduced by the presence of the relative boundary #.
The element yt being in H 1(1t), the transported solution yt oTt is in the
fixed Sobolev space H1(1 ). We consider the continuity of ytoTt in the fixed
space H 1(1). In fact, in order to preserve the zero mean value property, we
consider the element j(t) yt oTt . We shall make use of equality (27) whose
proof is completely given in the next subsection.
Proposition 4.1. Let V # C 0([0, {[, C2(D , RN)) and F # H12+=(D) be
given. Then j(t) ytoTt  y(1 ) in H 1*(1 ) as tz0.
Proof. We have
|
1t
{1t yt } {.t d1t =|
1t
ft.t d1t , \.t # H1*(1t)
=|
1t
f t.t d1t , \.t # H2 (1t) (25)
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and
|
1
{1 y } {. d1=|
1
f. d1, \. # H 1*(1)
=|
1
f 1. d1, \. # H 1(1) (26)
but .t # H 1*(1t) implies that =.toTt # H
1(1). Then
|
1
({1t yt) oTt } ({.t) oTt d1=|
1
j(t) ft oTt .t oTt d1, \.t # H1*(1t)
and we get by substraction of these two equalities (25) and (26) (cf. the
next section for the proof),
|
1 {(DT &1t {1 ( j(t) yt oTt& y), {)+( (DT &1t &Id ) {1 y, {)
+( (*DT &1t &Id ) {( j(t) YoTt), *DT
&1
t {)
&( (*DT &1t &Id ) {( j(t) YoTt), ntoTt)
_(ntoTt , *DT &1t {)
&(Id {( j(t) YoTt), (ntoT&n))(n, *DT &1t {)
&(Id {( j(t) YoTt), nt oTt)_( (nt oTt&n), *DT &1t {)
& j(t)j(t)
*
DT &1t YoTt{( j(t)&1), *DT
&1
t {
+ 1j(t)
*
DT&1t YoTt{( j(t)&1), ntoTt
_(|(t) nt oTt , *DT &1t {)= d1
=|
1
[ j(t) foTt& f ](&c) d1, \ # H32(D)
=|
1
[ j(t) f 1t oTt& f 1]  d1, \ # H
32(D), (27)
where c=(1|1 | ) 1  d1. When tzo, all the terms in (27) go to zero and
we get j(t) yt oTt  y, weakly in H 1*(1). But we can write j(t) ytoTt=
( j(t)& j(0)) yt oTt+j(0) ytoTt where j(0)=1. Then we have the weak
continuity of t  yt . To get the strong continuity, we show that & j(t) ytoTt&H1(1)
 & y&H 1(1 ) as tz0.
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4.2. Existence of the Material Derivative y*
The material derivative y* is classically defined in mechanics of continuous
media as being a pointwise limit. Here following [16] we consider the
analogous derivative in H1(1 )-norm, see also [13]. From the strong
continuity of the transported element ytoTt # H 1(1 ), we consider the
following derivative:
Definition 4.1. Let us denote by y* the material derivative:
y* =limtz0 [( yt oTt& y)t].
Remark 4.1. This limit must be understood as the limit in the (H1(1))R
norm of the quotient:
"y* &{ytoTt& yt =" 0, tz0.
Theorem 4.1. Let D be a bounded domain in RN, 0 a smooth domain
included in D, 1 its boundary, V # C0([0, {[, C2(D , RN) & H 10(D, R
N)) a
smooth vector field and Tt(V) its flow transformation. Let F be given in
H12+=(D). Let yt # H1*(1t) be the solution of the problem (1) formulated on
1t with a right hand side ft , the restriction to 1t of F. The mapping t  yt
is strongly differentiable in (H1(1 ))R and y* is the unique solution of the
problem
&21 y* +2 div1 (=1 (V(0)) } {1 y)
=
F
n
V(0) } n+div1 ( f V(0))&
1
|1 | |1 \
F
n
+Hf+ V(0) } n d1+c1 , (28)
where c1=(1|1 | ) 1 H(D1 (V(0)) } {1 y, n) d1, H is the mean curvature on
1 and =1 (V)= 12 (D1 V+*D1V ) is the tangential deformation tensor on 1.
The material derivative y* depends on both the tangential component
V1 (0) and the normal component V(0) } n of the field V(0). The term 21 y*
has zero mean value on 1 so that the right hand side associated with the
equation (28) has zero mean value too, so that y* is well defined up to an
additive constant which is fixed by the zero mean value property.
4.3. Equation Satisfied by the Transported Element yt
We set yt= j(t) yt oTt . It is an element of h1*(1). It is convenient to
introduce the following quotient: %4 (V )=limtz0 (1t)( yt& y) where V=
(Tt t) oT &1t .
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This limit exists in H1*(1 ) as long as we consider transported elements
yt such that their mean value is zero on 1. We characterize the problem
whose %4 is the solution and then the problem whose y* is the solution. We
first need to characterize the problem whose solution is the transported
element.
Proposition 4.2. The transported element yt is the solution of the
weak-problem (33).
Proof. The weak formulation of the problem is
|
1t
{1t yt } {1t . d1t=|
1t
f (.&c) d1t , \. # H1(1t),
with c=(1|1t | ) 1t . d1t , so that .&c is always of zero mean on 1t , for
all t.
Or we have equivalently
|
1t
{1t yt } {. d1t=|
1t
f 1t . d1t , \. # H
1(1t).
Let . # H1*(1t) (or H
1(1t)) redefined by .=oT&1t , where now  is in
H1(1 ). Any element in H 1(1) can be looked as the trace on 1 of some 
in H 32(D) with (n)=0 on 1; we have (.nt){0 on 1t .
Notice that ({.) oTt |1=* DT &1t {| 1=* DT
&1
t {1 gives
|
1
( ({1t yt) oTt , *DT
&1
t {) j(t) d1
=|
1
j(t) f 1t oTt  d1, \ # H
32(D). (29)
We make use of the following transport lemma to replace the weak
formulation of the initial perturbed problem on the fixed manifold.
Lemma 4.1. We have the following transports of Sobolev spaces:
. # H1(1t)  (.&c) # H1*(1t),
where
c=
1
|1 | |1 . d1
. # H1*(1t)  = j(t) .oTt # H
1
*(1 )
f 1t # L
2
*(1t)  j(t) f 1t oTt # L
2
*(1 ).
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We have
|
1
( ({1t yt) oTt , *DT
&1
t {) j(t) d1
=|
1
j(t) foTt(&c) d1, \ # H 32(D), (30)
where c=(1|1 | ) 1  d1.
Proposition 4.3. Let h be a fixed positive real number. For any value of
t in [&h, +h], let Y(t) # H32(D) be an extension of yt (i.e. Y |1t= yt).
We have ({1t yt) oTt=*DT
&1
t {(YoTt)&(*DT
&1
t {(YoTt), ntoTt) ntoTt .
Using Proposition 4.3 and Lemma 4.1, we have
|
1
[(*DT &1t {(YoTt), *DT
&1
t {)
&(*DT &1t {(YoTt), nt oTt)(nt oTt , *DT
&1
t {)] j(t) d1
=|
1
j(t) f 1t oTt(&c) d1, \ # H
32(D)
=|
1
j(t) f 1t oTt , \ # H
32(D). (31)
Using Proposition 4.3, we can write
({1t yt) oTt=
1
j(t)
{1 yt+
1
j(t)
[(*DT&1t &Id ) {( j(t) YoTt)
&( (*DT&1t &Id ) {( j(t) YoTt), ntoTt) ntoTt
&(Id {( j(t) YoTt), ntoTt&n) n
&(Id {( j(t) YoTt), ntoTt)(ntoTt&n)]
&*DT&1t YoTt
{( j(t)&1)
j(t)
+*DT &1t YoTt {( j(t)&1)j(t) , ntoTt nt oTt , (32)
with Y |1t solution of &div1t({1t yt)= f on 1t ; j(t) YoTt | 1= y
t.
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Then we have the weak-formulation of the problem associated with yt:
|
1 {({1 yt, *DT &1t {)+( (*DT &1t &Id ) {( j(t) YoTt), *DT &1t {)
&( (*DT &1t &Id ) {( j(t) YoTt), nt oTt)(nt oTt , *DT
&1
t {)
&(Id {( j(t) YoTt), nt oTt&n)(n, *DT &1t {)
&(Id {( j(t) YoTt), nt oTt)( (nt oTt&n), *DT &1t {)
&j(t) *DT &1t YoTt {( j(t)&1)j(t) , *DT &1t {
+*DT &1t YoTt {( j(t)&1)j(t) , nt oTt ( j(t) nt oTt , *DT &1t {)= d1
=|
1
j(t) f 1t oTt(&c) d1, \ # H
32(D). (33)
We substract the term 1({1 y, {) d1 to the first term of the left hand
side of the equality (33) and we divide the final expression by t:
1
t |1 ({1 y
t, *DT &1t {) d1&
1
t |1 ({1 y, {) d1
=|
1 DT &1t \{1 \
yt& y
t ++ , { d1
+|
1 \
DT &1t &Id
t + {1 y, { d1. (34)
This enables us to make appear y* , taking the limit of this term, as t goes
to zero.
We have to exhibe the whole equation whose solution is %t=( yt& y)t
and then to use this equation in order to prove the existence of %4 (which
is directly linked to the existence and the characterization of y* ), that is to
say that %t is bounded in H1(1 ).
Remark 4.2. A direct way to get the existence and the characterization
of y* =(t)( yt oTt)| t=0 is to apply the implicit function theorem. This way,
we would directly get the result concerning the material derivative if the
right hand side f |1 of the equation is supposed more regular than L2(1 ).
Here, f |1 belongs to L2(1 ) does not imply the strong convergence in
H&1(1) of the quotient ( foTt& f )t, tz0, as it is required to apply the
implicit function theorem. In [13] there are counter examples for which
one cannot expect the mapping t  foTt to be strongly differentiable in
H&1(1) for any f in L2(1 ).
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4.4. Boundedness of %t in H1(1)
The equation (33) satisfied by yt enables us to make appear %t, and then,
taking the limit of all the terms of the equation below, as t goes to zero,
we will get the caracterization of %4 and then the characterization of the
material derivative y* .
Using (32), we can rewrite (33) in a different way where %t explicitly
appears:
|
1 {(DT &1t {1%t, {) +\
DT &1t &Id
d + {1 y, {
+\*DT
&1
t &Id
t + {( j(t) YoTt), *DT &1t {
&\*DT
&1
t &Id
t + {( j(t) YoTt), ntoTt (nt oTt , *DT &1t {)
&Id {( j(t) YoTt), \nt oTt&nt +
_(n, *DT &1t {) &(Id {( j(t) YoTt), ntoTt )
_\ntoTt&nt + , *DT &1t {
& j(t)j(t) *DT &1t YoTt
{( j(t)&1)
t
, *DT &1t {
+j(t)&1 *DT &1t YoTt {( j(t)&1)t , nt Tt
_( j(t) nt oTt , *DT &1t {)= d1
=|
1
j(t) foTt& f
t
(&c) d1, \ # H32(D). (35)
Proposition 4.4. Let h>0 be a given real number. The application
(t  DT &1t ) is differentiable on [0, h] and we have \t # [o, h], _: # ]0, 1[
such that DT &1t =Id&tDV(:t).
Proof. The differentiability of the above application derives as the
transformation T(V )=(t  Tt(V )) # C 1([0, {[, C2(D , RN)).
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Let us take =%t in (35), then we have
} |1 (DT &1t {1%t, {1%t) d1 }
= } &{1%t&2L2(1)&t |1 (DV(%) {1%t, {1%t) d1 }
&{1%t&2L 2 (1) |1&t &V&W1,  |,
: &{1%t&2L 2(1 ) , as soon as t
1&:
&V&W1, 
, : # R+ (36)
and the whole equation (35) gives
: &{1%t&2L2(1 )|
1 }{
j(t) f 1t oTt& f 1
t
} %t \dT
&1
t &Id
t + {1 y, {1%t
&\*DT
&1
t &Id
t + {( j(t) YoTt), *DT &1t {1%t
+\*DT
&1
t &Id
t + {( j(t) YoTt), ntoTt
_(nt oTt , *DT &1t {1%
t)
+Id {( j(t) YoTt), \ntoTt&nt +
_(n, *DT &1t {1%
t) +(Id {( j(t) YoTt), ntoTt)
_\ntoTt&nt + , *DT &1t {1%t
+ 1j(t) *DT &1t j(t) YoTt
{( j(t)&1)
t
, *DT &1t {1z
t
& 1j(t) *DT &1t YoTt
{( j(t)&1)
t
, ntoTt
_( j(t) ntoTt , *DT &1t {1%
t)=} d1. (37)
The equation (37) gives the boundedness of {1%t in L2(1 ), as T(V ) #
C1([0, {[, C2(D , RN)), f is in H 12+=(D), 1 is of class C 2 (so that the
normal fields nt and n are always defined and bounded in L2(1)) and y is
in H 1*(1 ). Then there exists a subsequence (tj)z0 such that
ytk& y
tk
=%tk wwtk z0 %4 , weakly in H
1
*(1 ). (38)
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Now, to characterize the equation satisfied by %4 , we have to go into the
limit in the terms of (35). First, we need three results of convergence:
Proposition 4.5. Let 1 be of class Ck, Tt(V ) # C 1([0, {[, C2(D , RN)),
k1, then the mapping t [ ntoTt is strongly differentiable in L(1 ) and we
have
nt oTt&n
t
wwtz0 n* =&*DV } n+(DV } n, n) n. (39)
Proof. We have nt oTt=&*DT &1t } n&
&1
R3 *DT
&1
t } n (cf. [13], p. 139).
The differentiation of this expression leads to the result.
Proposition 4.6. Let $>0 be given; the mapping (t # [0, $[ [ j(t) #
Ck&1(RN), k1) is differentiable and j $(0)=div V(0)&(DV(0) } n, n) RN
=div1V(0).
Proof. The boundary Jacobian j(t)=det DTt &*DT &1t } n&RN is differen-
tiable for transformations Tt(V ) in C1([0, {[, C2(D , RN)) and we have
 det(DTt)t| t=0=divV(0),
 &*DT &1t } n&
t } t=0 =&(DV(0) } n, n).
Proposition 4.7. Let f # H12+=(D), V # C([0, =[, Dk(RN, RN)) be given,
k1. Then the mapping (t [ foTt) is weakly differentiable in H&12(D):
foTt& f
t
wwtz0 {f } V, weakly in H
&12(D).
Furthermore, the restriction to 1 of f, f |1 is an element of H =(1 )/L2(1 )
and then foTt& ft wwtz0 {f } V, weakly in H
&1(1 ).
Remark 4.3. From Proposition 4.7, Remark 4.2 becomes obvious: the
quotient ( foTt& f )t wwtz0 {F } V weakly in H
&1(1) (where F is the extension
of f to a neighborhood of 1 ) but not strongly so that the implicit function
theorem cannot be applied here in order to derive the existence and the
characterization of the material derivative.
Proof. cf. [13], p. 7273 .
Using these Propositions 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7 we have the following convergences
as tz0:
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1
t |1 [({1%
t, *DT &1t {) &({1 y, {)] d1 wwtz0 T1 ,
|
1 {\
*DT &1t &Id
t + {( j(t) YoTt), *DT &1t {
&\*DT
&1
t &Id
t + {( j(t) YoTt), nt oTt
_(ntoTt , *DT &1t {)= d1 wwtz0 T2 ,
&|
1 {{( j(t) YoTt), \
nt oTt&n
t + (n, *DT &1t {)
&({( j(t) YoTt), ntoTt)\nt oTt&nt + , *DT &1t {= d1 wwtz0 T3 ,
|
1 {&*DT &1t YoTt
{( j(t)&1)
t
, *DT &1t {
+ 1j(t) *DT&1t YoTt
{( j(t)&1)
t
, nt oTt
_( j(t) ntoTt , *DT &1t {)= d1 wwtz0 T4 ,
|
1 {
j(t)& j(0)
t
} foTt+
foTt& f
t = } (&c) d1 wwtz0 T5 ,
with
T1=|
1
[({1%4 , {)&(D1V {1 y, {)] d1.
T2=|
1
(&(*DV {Y)1 , {) d1=|
1
(&*D1V {Y, {1) d1,
T3=&|
1
[({Y, n* )(n, {) d1+({Y, n)(n* , {)] d1,
T4=|
1
( (&Y {j $(0))1 , {) d1=&|
1
(Y {1 j $(0), {1.) d1,
T5=|
1
[{FV+ f div1 V][&c] d1, with c=
1
|1 | |1  d1 and  # H
1(1),
=|
1
[{F } V+ f div1 V]  d1 but now  # H1*(1),
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where the integral should be understood as the duality bracket between
H&1(1) and H 1(1). As for all  # H 1(1), {1 (+c)={1 then the weak
formulation (35) holds for test functions  with zero mean value property.
Remark 4.4. In the expression of T3 , we need to characterize the
material derivative n* of the normal field nt : n* =&*DV } n+(DV } n, n); we
easily get (n* , n) =0 and this implies that (n* , {) =(n* , {1).
The transported element %t is weakly convergent in H1*(1 ) and %4 is then
the solution of the weak equation
T1+T2+T3+T4=T5 , \ # H1*(1 ) (40)
which can be written, after an integration by parts on 1,
&21%4 +div1 (D1V {1 y)+div1 (*D1V {1 y)+div1 ( y{1 j $(0))
={F } V+ f div1V&
1
|1 | |1 ({F } V+ f div1V ) d1+c
={F } V+ f div1V+c (41)
with j $(0)=div1 V, as
{F } V+ f } div1 V=
F
n
V } n+{1 f } V1+ f div1V=
F
n
V } n+div1 ( fV )
and
|
1
({F } V+ f } div1V ) d1=|
1
F
n
V } n d1+|
1
div1 ( fV ) d1.
Then after an integration by parts we get
F
n
V } n d1+|
1
div1 ( fV ) d1=|
1
Hf (V, n).
The determination of the constant c is done taking the mean of the
equation (41),
|
1
&21%4 d1=0=&2 |
1
(=1(V ) } {1 y) d1+|1 | c,
and after an integration by parts on 1 we get
c=
1
|1 | |1 2H (=1 (V) } {1 y, n) d1=
1
|1 | |1 H (D1 (V ) } {1 y, n) d1.
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Finally we have proved the following:
Proposition 4.8. The mapping t  %t is weakly differentiable in H1*(1 )
and we have
&21%4 +2 div1(=1 (V) } {1 y)+div1 ({1 ( y } div1V))
=
F
n
V } n+div1 ( fV )&
1
|1 | |1 \
F
n
+Hf+ V } n d1+c, (42)
where c=(1|1 | ) 1 H(D1 (V) } {1 y, n) d1.
By help of an integration by parts of the weak form of (4.2), it is easy
to verify that %4 has zero mean value. In order to prove the Theorem 4.1 we
notice that %4 = j $(0) y+ j(0) y* , but j(0)=1 and j $(0)=div1V so that in
the Proposition 4.8 we get
21%4 =21 y* +21 ( y } div1V(0))
but
21 ( y } div1 V(0))=div1 (div1 V(0) {1 y)+div1 ( y } {1(div1 V(0)))
and after an integration by parts we get the equation satisfied by y* . To
verify that this convergence is strong, it is enough to verify classically that
we do have from (35) the convergence of the following norms: &%t&2H 1 (1 ) 
&%4 &2H 1 (1 ) , tz0.
4.5. Smoothness Result
In fact, for a given right hand side member f # L2*(1) and a smooth
manifold 1, say 1 is C2, the solution y to the LaplaceBeltrami equation
is more regular:
Theorem 4.2. Let f # L2*(1 ) and 1 be a manifold of class C
2. Then
y # H 2 & H 1*(1 ).
Proof. Let us take V # D(1 ; RN) and autonomeous vector field which,
at each point x # 1, is tangent to the surface 1 : V(x) } n(x)=0, \x # 1.
Then we know that 1 is globally invariant under the flow transformation
Tt(V ): Tt(V)(1 )=1. As a result, we have yt= y(1t)= y, \t and then
y* ={1 y } V on 1, so that for any such field V we get that {1y } V lies in
H1(1 ). But 1 is supposed to be a smooth compact manifold then it derives
that {1 y(1) itself is in H 1(1 ; T1 ).
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5. SHAPE TANGENTIAL DERIVATIVE
5.1. The Shape Boundary Derivative
The formula given in the Proposition 3.6 allows us to pass through the
tangential linear operators and then to recover in a convenient way the
results of [11], that is the shape boundary derivative of the solution
associated with the LaplaceBeltrami equation.
In the forthcoming, let .t be a given element of H 1(1t) and yt a given
element of H1(1t), bt will denote the oriented distance function associated
with the perturbed domain 0t . The main result of this section is the
characterization of the shape boundary derivative of the solution of the
LaplaceBeltrami equation.
Theorem 5.1. Let 1t be a smooth compact oriented C2 manifold. Let
y(1t) be the solution of the LaplaceBeltrami equation in H 1*(1t) with a
right hand side ft , the restriction to 1t of a function F in H 32+=(D). The
shape boundary derivative y$1 of y(1t) exists in L2(1) and is the unique solution
of
&21 y$1= &2 div1 \\D2b&H2 Id+ {1 y(V(0), n)+
+{Fn+Hf= (V(0), n) (43)
where H is the mean curvature of 1, the notation f denotes the mean value
of f : f =(1|1 | ) 1 f d1. In dimension N=3, (D
2b&(H2) Id) is the deviatoric
part of the curvature tensor.
Lemma 5.1. Let E be an element of H1(1 ; RN) and : a scalar. We have
D1 (:E)=:D1E+E*{1 (:).
Lemma 5.2. Let a and b be two elements of H 1(RN) we have {((a, b) )
=*Da } b+*Db } a.
Proposition 5.1. Let U be a neighborhood of 1, E a vector in H1(U)
and E1 its tangential component. We have *D1E } n=&D2b } E1+{1(E } n).
Proof. It is based on the trivial remark; (E1 , n) =0 on 1 where E1
is the tangential component of the vector E. Then we differentiate this
relation which is true on 1,
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{1 ((E1 , n) )=0
=*D1E1 } n+*D1 n } E1
=*D1E1 } n+D2b } E1
=*D1E } n+*D1 (E } nn) } n+D2b } E
=*D1E } n&E } n*D1n } n+{1 (E } n) } *nn+D2b } E
using Lemma 5.1
=*D1E } n+{1 (E } n)+D2b } E,
so that Proposition 5.1 is derived as E=E1+(E, n) n.
Corollary 5.1. Let . be in the form .=8op. The normal derivative
term in the equation (44) can be reduced as the following:

n
[{( y b p) } {.]|1=&2(D
2b } {1 y, {18) on 1.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. In the weak formulation of the LaplaceBeltrami
problem on the surface 1t the test function . is the restriction to 1t of an
element 8op with 8 # H1(1 ). We get

t \|1t {1t yt } {1t 8 d1t+ t=0
=

t \|1t {( yt b pt) } {. d1t+t=0
=|
1 {{1[( yt b pt)$N] } {18
+{ n [{( y b p) } {.]+H {1 y } {.= (V(0), n)= d1.
From Proposition 3.6 we get

t \|1t {1t yt } {1t . d1t+ t=0
=|
1 {{1[ y$1 b p] } {18
+{ n [{( y b p) } {.]+H {1 y } {1 8= (V(0), n)= d1. (44)
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Then

t \|1t {1t yt } {1t . d1t+ t=0
=|
1
[{1 ( y$1) } {18+[H {1 y } {18&2 ({18, D2b{1 y)]
_(V(0), n)] d1,
and after the integration by parts formula on 1

t \|1t {1t yt } {1t . d1t+t=0
=|
1
[&21 y$1&div1 ((HId&2D2b) {1 y(V(0), n) )] 8 d1.
As f $1=((Fn)+Hf )(V(0), n) , following Proposition 4.7 we get
\8 # H1*(1), .=8op,

t \|1t {1t yt } {1t .& f. d1t+ t=0
=|
1 _&21 y$1 } 8&div1 ((HId&2D2b) {1 y(V(0), n) ) 8
&\{Fn+Hf= (V(0), n)+ 8& d1.
Finally the strong formulation is given by equation (43).
5.2. The Shape Tangential Derivative
We turn to the case where | is an open subset of 1 with a relative
boundary in 1 denoted by #; # is a manifold of codimension 2 in RN and
is also of class C2. Then we consider the LaplaceBeltrami equation, with
a right-hand side F with the same regularity as previously. On # we consider
the Dirichlet boundary condition,
&21 z= f in |, z=0 on #, (45)
and it has a unique solution z in H 10(|). Here, f denotes the restriction of
F to |.
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We shall still denote by & the normal field, outgoing to | and contained
in 1; n still denotes the normal field outgoing to 0 (1=0). Then we have
(&, n)=0. (V, &) will denote the component of V following the unitary
vector & and similarly, ({1z, &)=({z, &)=(z&) is the component of
{1z following &. We still have Tt(1)=1t and then Tt(|)=|t , Tt(#)=#t .
Notice that the space H 10(|) is transported into the space H
1
0(|t). The
operator 21 on | will denote the restriction to | of 21 . Let ztoTt be the
transport of the solution zt of the problem (2) in H 10(|t), the mapping
t  zt oTt is strongly continuous in H 10(|). It is also strongly differentiable
in H 10(|) and the material derivative z* of zt is given by the previous equa-
tion (28). This mapping is also differentiable and we have:
Theorem 5.2. Let zt be the solution in H 10(|t) of the problem (2)
formulated in |t with F given in H32+=(D). Then the Shape tangential derivative
+z$1 (|, V ) of zt exists in L2(1) and is the unique solution of the equation
&21z$1 (|, V )=&2 div1 {\D2b&12 HId+ {1z(V(0), n)=
+\Fn+HF+ (V(0), n) in |
z$1 (|, V )=&
z
&
(V, &) on #, (46)
where H is the main curvature of 1, D2b is the curvatures’ matrix and
(D2b& 12HId ) denotes the deviatoric part of the curvature.
Proof. By the use of the same technic (used to characterize the material
derivative y* (1, V)) we would derive a similar characterization for the material
derivatives Z4 (1, V), z* (|, V )=Z4 (1, V )|| , and we would verify that this last
element defines a linear and continuous mapping in L(E, L2(|)). Then
from the structure theorem we derive the existence of the shape tangential
derivative in the form
z$1 (|, V )=z~ $1 (|, ((V(0), n) , V1 } &)).
By the introduction of
a|(v)=z~ $1(|, (v, 0)), a1 (w)=z~ $1 (|, (0, w))
we get z$1 (|, V )=a|((V(0), n) )+a#((V1 , &) ). The first term a|((V(0), n) )
is similar to the previous calculus of the shape boundary derivative
y$1 (1, V ), i.e. the equation solved by z$1 (|, V ) in | is the same that the one
solved by y$1 (1, V) in the surface 1. The characterization of the second
term a#(V1 } &) will furnish the boundary condition on #. For this we
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consider a tangent vector field to 1 : V # E with (V(0), n) =0. We recall
the differentiability of a functional depending on the boundary #t :
Lemma 5.3. Let (|) be a state variable depending on the manifold |.
We set
J(#t)=|
#t
(|t) d#t .
The functional J is differentiable for any vector field V # C1(]0, {], C2(0)),
and we have
dJ(# ; V )=|
#
[$1 (| ; V )+{1 } V1+%$(0)] d#, (47)
where % is the associated ‘‘Jacobian’’ in the transformation: Tt : | [ |t .
For example in dimension 3, * being a parametrization of the path #, the
boundary of | in 1 (it is a closed path) then %(t)(*(s))=(|(Tto*)$||*$| ) o*&1.
This % is continuously differentiable on t as the relative boundary # is of
class C2. The exact expression of that derivative %$(0) does not matter as
in the following calculus it will be eliminated as we shall apply that lemma
with the state variable =zt 8 so that on # we shall have =0 and the last
term in the right hand side of (46) shall not contribute. Let 8 # D(RN), as
zt=0 on #t , we have
0=|
Tt(#)
zt 8 d#t=|
#
ztoTt 8oTt %(t) d#.
From Lemma 5.3, as (zt 8)$1 =z$18+z(8n)(V1 (0), n), we get, as z=0
on #,
|
#
[z$18+({1 (z8), V1(0))] d#=|
#
[z$18+{1z } V18] d#=0
and then, as {z=(&) z& on #, we derive
z$1 (|, V)| #=&

&
z(|)(V1 (0), &) on #.
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